
Employing Employers
Making effective use of employer interactions in education



Introductions



What are we talking about?
5. Encounters with Employees and Employers

Every pupil should have multiple opportunities to learn from employers about work, employment 
and the skills that are valued in the workplace. This can be through a range of enrichment activities 
including visiting speakers, mentoring and enterprise schemes.
• Every year, from the age of 11, pupils should participate in at least one meaningful encounter* 

with an employer.
* A ‘meaningful’ encounter is one in which the student has an opportunity to learn about what 
work is like or what it takes to be successful in the workplace.

6. Experiences of Workplaces
Every student should have first-hand experiences of the workplace through work visits, work 
shadowing and/or work experience to help their exploration of career opportunities, and expand 
their networks.  
• By the age of 16, every pupil should have had at least one experience of a workplace, additional 

to any part-time jobs they may have.  
• By the age of 18, every pupil should have had one further such experience, additional to any 

part-time jobs they may have. 



Why does it matter?

▪ Gatsby benchmarks 5 & 6 are getting a lot of attention!

▪ Supports overall careers programme (benchmark 1)

▪ Distributes labour market information (benchmark 2)

▪ Can challenge stereotypes around jobs and educational 
pathways (benchmark 3)

▪ Easy way to get careers into the curriculum! (benchmark 4)



Why does it matter?

“Young people report the biggest barrier to 
engagement in career choices is the lack of any 
real sense of what different jobs or educational 
opportunities will be like and whether any appeal 
to them. Without this there is little incentive to 
learn more. Written information and data are not 
very effective at addressing this need. Real 
encounters with the world of work are more often 
cited as sources of inspiration and interest.”

- Moments of Choice, CEC 2016



Why isn’t it happening?

“In terms of increased engagement with 
employers, to reach the minimum 4 million 
employer encounters and 1 million workplace 
experiences each year, we need each employer to:
• reach out to one young person a year for every 

7 employees; 
• provide a workplace experience each year for 
every 25 employees.”

- Closing the Gap, CEC 2018



Over to you!

On your tables please use your post-it notes to list some 
desired outcomes of employer interactions in your 
school/college - what do you want to achieve?



Strategic goals of interactions

▪Improving CLMI
▪Increasing engagement
▪Challenging stereotypes
▪Raising aspirations
▪Developing employability skills
▪Broadening horizons
▪Improving attainment
▪Building networks
▪Providing inspiration

▪Increasing subject uptake
▪Developing enterprise skills
▪Enjoyment! 
▪School status & standing
▪Teacher CPD
▪Creating CVs 
▪Improving attitudes 
▪ Developing job opportunities 
▪Improving subject-specific skills



So...

▪“Providing inspiration”
▪What does inspiration mean?
▪How do we measure it?
▪How do we know when it’s achieved?
▪How do we gather useful feedback?
▪?????



Turning strategic goals into 
actionable outcomes

Actionable outcomes:
-students feel more inspired 
-students undertake further research
-students demonstrate increased 
motivation in lessons

Strategic goal:
“Providing 
inspiration”

Evaluation:
against 
actionable 
outcomes



Back over to you!

On your tables please use your post-it notes to list the types 
employer interactions that best match the goals you wrote 
down earlier - how are you going to achieve your goals?



Types of interactions

▪Setting a brief
▪Judging work
▪Sharing career stories
▪Labour market information
▪Visits to workplaces
▪Work experience/shadowing
▪Mentoring
▪Job hunting skills coaching
▪Enterprise competitions 

▪Mock interviews
▪Specific skills training
▪Teacher CPD
▪Networking opportunities 
▪Careers fairs & events
▪Assembly talks
▪Parents’ evenings
▪Careers carousels 
▪Classroom activities



Planning interactions effectively

▪ What do you want to achieve? 
▪ Use resources efficiently (multi-task!) 
▪ Ask employers what they want to achieve
▪ Channel students appropriately 
▪ Ask students what they want
▪ Ask employers what they wish they’d done at school!
▪ Age-appropriate activities (move from more to less directed)
▪ Careful preparation of all parties involved!



How best to evaluate?

▪Same challenges as all careers work evaluations...
▪Focus your feedback on actionable outcomes (not just 

‘happy sheets’!)
▪Gather and process feedback quickly
▪Collect manageable data
▪Consider tracking a particular year/subject group more 

closely for a more detailed evaluation
▪Do not leave the evaluation in a drawer!



Some general thoughts

▪ Be a champion of the benefits
▪ Beware jargon!
▪ Think like an employer (not a teacher)
▪ Every trip is a careers trip!
▪ Extra-curricular counts too
▪ Prioritise activities that start a domino effect
▪ Use your evaluation to inform planning
▪ Build this all up over time!



Stay in touch!

I am planning to put this all together into a document 
and would be happy to share!  Please add your email 
address to the list if you’d like a copy (when it’s done!)

To get in touch with me, please email:
polly.wiggins@gmail.com

(also please stay in touch with any awesome ideas!)

mailto:polly.wiggins@gmail.com

